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A new version of Golfsat.com’s site will be launched at the end of this month featuring technical information and access to university research. The company’s 1.0 software is due to be up and running in September. “At that point we will have our five beta sites begin purchasing from a select group of beta distributors,” said Scott. While Scott thinks larger ticket equipment items will eventually be bought on-line, the site will initially target commodity items, such as fertilizer, chemicals, small power tools and replacement parts.
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“The site also provides pro shop goods and will soon expand its coverage to the food and beverage sector.

According to President and Chief Executive Officer Kirk Sanders, the company is taking a different approach to setting up its superintendent-driven module. “It is a different market. We are going to let them [vendors] dictate how they want this process to occur,” he said. “The beauty of our model is that we don’t focus on price; we are not forcing vendors to compete because these suppliers have worked hard to maintain pricing and provide value added services.”

On pgcgolf.com, vendors will be able to access customers directly, decreasing mailing and customer service costs and ultimately increasing savings and profits, said Sanders.

The site already has more than 350 members and 57 superintendents signed on, but will not start to collect a membership fee until the first transaction. “Until we aggregate the critical mass of suppliers, we will waive the fee,” said Sanders, who anticipates having the superintendent part of the site up in the next 60 to 90 days.
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